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WELCOME
here we go! Another year has flown by and before we know it we will be attending another convention 
and planning for the holiday rush again. i have never worked in an industry that was in such a cycle 
that does not vary.
 i hope you are all enjoying the new Facebook chatter page. i love seeing all the posts of  the good, 
the bad, and the ugly, but most of  all i love the knowledge and sharing of  thoughts and ideas that goes on 
among all the studio owners. Thank you all for embracing this new form of  chatter.
 We will continue to bring you additional benefits in 2014 and work to make the 2014 convention in 
Scottsdale, Arizona, the best convention you have ever attended. Start planning now to join us by saving a 
little each week, or select a specific piece of  pottery or a class and put all the proceeds from that in your convention fund. i hear the spa is 
to die for and i will check it out for everyone in January. So come get inspired with convention and pampered in the spa. 
 i want to say a special thank you to all the contributors past and present to ccSA Today. We could not do this magazine without all you 
amazing volunteers. if  you have a great idea for an article or a project that you would like to submit, please contact me. We are always 
looking or fresh ideas.

Cheers to 2014!

Dena Pearlman, Executive Director

Happy 2014! after all the holiday hustle, i love coming into the studio in the new year with a fresh start and 
even a new (or renewed) perspective of  what i want to accomplish in 2014. after all, it’s a new year with new 
things to do. one of  the first things i did this year was make a “Studio To-Do List.” As basic as my list seems, 
i really need it. i feel like i accomplish so much more if  i write it down and then cross it off  when it’s done. 
That may sound silly, but accountability in the form of  a list is vital to me completing my goals.
 First on my list: Weed my garden. Say what? Yep, it’s overgrown with the old stuff. Time to get rid of  
the dead weight that’s keeping my studio from growing. in my case, employee(s) that are past their “studio 
prime,” meaning they are burnt out, which makes the job harder for the other employees. The other “weed” 
is the clutter that has accumulated. i’m keeping what makes me money and getting rid of  what doesn’t. Whether it’s a product line that didn’t 
work, samples you’ll never display again, or the crazy amount of  paperwork we all seem to accumulate—get rid of  whatever old stuff  is holding 
you back from growing. 
 Second on my list: get some new “plan-ts” in the ground. After all, things grow best from the ground up with a great plan. My plan includes a 
marketing Calendar to help make the most of what i am “growing.” i post my event dates (summer camps, workshops, holidays, and so on), window 
display ideas and when to change them, ordering date reminders, inventory notes, and even Facebook/google Adword promotions. This is not the 
same as your studio calendar that records events and reservations. it is an operational tool to put your weekly/monthly goals, ideas, and aspirations 
into a formal plan of action. i sometimes become overwhelmed with day-to-day operations and get off  track in the things i want to accomplish. 
A written plan will assist in keeping you focused and accountable to your goals. A little bit of  planning makes implementation so much easier.
 My last “to-do”: cultivate and nurture what i’m growing. That includes utilizing what’s right in front of  me. My ccSA membership is my 
“green thumb.” My membership offers me just about everything to help my business prosper and grow. here are just a few that i use the most:
 c Marketing materials: utilizing what’s already been created for ad templates, studio palm cards, stock photos, poster prints
 c Awesome suppliers: member-only discounts, fresh sample ideas, and technical support
 c Facebook chatter page: a lifeline to other studios and the industry
 c Magazine and monthly newsletter: invaluable information on studio and industry news
 c Designing Dishes program: inspiring and pumping up adult workshops
 c Studio locator: promoting my business online
 c convEnTion: the ultimate opportunity to participate and support the PYoP industry!

 Take the time noW to plan what you want to grow this year, what you need to do to get there, and most of  all to reap the benefits of  what 
you sow—preferably the green ones that come in paper form!

Take care,

Wendy Pettys, ccSA President
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Filling the Bowl
UP FRONT

The annual idaho Foodbank Empty bowls event has been so successful 
that they began selling out of  bowls within a matter of  hours. While this 
is a good problem, the organization naturally could be raising more 
funds by selling more bowls. upon learning of  the need for more bowls, 
rachel decided to lend a hand, particularly since her motto is “Lift 
as you climb.” She began by waiving the studio fee at ceramica when 
people brought in nonperishable goods as Foodbank donations. She 
then took her involvement a step further, working with the Foodbank 
team and local corporations to host bowl-painting events. once rachel 
got involved, the organization saw a 67 percent 
increase in sales at the Empty bowls event.
        in recognition of  her efforts to support the 
idaho Foodbank, rachel was selected as outstand-
ing Volunteer Fundraiser at the 2013 national 
Philanthropy Day® idaho Awards, which was pre-
sented by the idaho chapter of  the Association for 
Fundraising Professionals. “A humbling, rewarding 
chapter in my life to say the least,” rachel notes.
        So how does an Empty bowls event work? 
While different areas/groups handle their programs 
in a variety of  ways, at ceramica customers pur-
chase and decorate the bowl of  their choice. once 
fired, the bowls are given to the Foodbank for the 

event. plus, 10 percent of  the bowl sales are given to the organization. 
During the Empty bowls event itself, attendees purchase the finished 
bowl of  their choice, which is then filled with soup donated by local 

restaurants. buyers keep the bowl, and all of  the 
funds raised go to the idaho Foodbank.
        in 2013, the efforts put forth by rachel and 
her team at ceramica allowed them to contribute 
1225 bowls to the event, plus 2995 pounds of  food 
donations to the Foodbank, which equates to 2496 
meals. “While some studios/areas may never reach 
that many bowls, they can still make a huge impact 
by conducting a food drive or a monetary fundrais-
er,” rachel explains. the 2013 event marked the 
first time in 17 years that the Foodbank had bowls 
remaining at the end of  the Empty bowls event, 
which means they attained their goal of  maximizing 
the funds they could raise by providing more bowls 
for purchase.

        Studios work out the details of  their events in different ways, 
including how much they charge for the bowls painted and how many 
may be painted per customer. Most often in Empty bowls events, there 
is a period of  time during which people create bowls for the fundraiser. 
bowls are often created at a variety of  locations, including PYoP 
studios, clay guilds, art schools, university ceramic classes, and by indi-
vidual artists. Media partners provide air time, editorial space, and ads 
to promote the bowl creation and the event itself. Local restaurants get 
in on the promotion as well since they are involved in the effort.
        be sure to share information about your involvement in the Empty 
bowls program on your website, in-studio signage, flyers, social media, 
and e-newsletters. The more you get the word out, the better the op-
portunity to get more people involved.
 Empty bowls events are a great way to get involved in your com-
munity while making a difference in the lives of  others. The example 
that you, as a studio owner, show your customers and employees can 
serve as a catalyst for others to share their time, energy, and resourc-
es to support your community.
        rachel is happy to share a copy of  her corporate outreach letter 
with her fellow studio owners.  Feel free to email her at ceramica-
boise@gmail.com. e

G
by crista Toler, Studio Market coordinator, Mayco colors

google “Empty bowls” and you’ll get multiple-page results from 
all over the country. it is fantastic to see how many people are 
involved in the fight against hunger. one such person is our own 
ccSA member rachel holtgard from ceramica in boise, idaho.

Photo courtesy Plan Ahead Events of  boise
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S
Someone looking to sell may have many ques-
tions as to how to even start. is it best for the 
owner to sell directly, or to hire a business 
broker? how do you decide on a selling price? 
i spoke with Tom, from Profit Plus Solutions, 
and ken, from Sunbelt business business bro-
kers, who both had some great ideas to help 
you get started.

What is the first thing a studio owner 
should do?
Tom: As early as possible, they should treat 
their business as if  they are selling. keep your 
books clean. Try to have as few write-offs 
as you can. plan on doing this 3 to 5 years 
before you actually put it up for sale. Your 
buyer and their lender will want to see at least 
3 years of  your sales records and tax returns. 
The more personal items you write off  as a 
business expense, the less likely the buyer will 
trust the sale. if  you have to over explain your 
books, the less they are to trust you.
 ken: if  you started the business with the 
intention to sell it someday when it becomes 
successful, then i would recommend keeping 
the books as clean and as easy to understand 
as possible. Find a good cPA to take care 
of  the standard business deductions, and 
let them advise you on personal deductions. 
it’s also really important that your business 
numbers reflect success. if  you’ve had yearly 
decreases in numbers or are not showing 
growth, it may not be the best time to sell.

How does the studio owner determine 
a price for their studio?
ken: They could sell it piece by piece, furni-
ture, equipment, inventory, or they could sell it 
based on business goodwill. This reflects your 
years of  hard work, the market value of  your 
assets, and the true economic value of  the 
business. Some brokers figure price based on 
cash flow. others will determine it based on a 
couple of  years of  owner salary, and distribu-
tions. Your cPA and a good business broker 
will help you figure out a reasonable selling 
price.

 Tom: Either by the amount of  profit and 
salary they have been bringing in (some will 
multiply by 2 to 3 years), or by the equip-
ment and inventory included. remember that 
you have depreciated that equipment and 
furniture over the years, so contact your cPA 
about the actual value of  that.

Should a studio owner tell their cus-
tomers?
ken: As a rule, no. keeping that information 
confidential helps keep the business running 
smoothly, thus maximizing the selling poten-
tial. it also keeps competitors from using the 
information to hurt your sales, helps retain 
employees who might want to leave because of  
a new owner, and may prevent your customers 
from taking their business elsewhere.

How long should a studio owner train 
the new owner once the sale is final?
Tom: it varies based on what you agree on. 
Some owners will come in a month or two 
to train one on one, and then follow up with 
a couple of  months of  phone call trainings. 
Most people will do whatever is reasonably 
necessary, because they don’t want to see the 
business fail under new ownership.

What about owner financing?
Tom: if  a seller decides to owner-finance, they 
should definitely secure more collateral than 
just the studio. So, in other words, should 
the new owner default on the loan, the seller 
doesn’t just take the business back; they have 
some sort of  other guarantee like property, 
or a certificate of  Deposit. Their attorney 
could help them with those details.

 Whatever you decide, it is recommended 
you interview several brokers so you can 
choose someone you feel comfortable with. 
if  you decide to sell without a broker, just be 
certain you have an attorney representing 
you to check over all the details. Also, make 
sure you check all the local and state laws 
about selling a business. e

Selling Your Studio
by Michelle booth, glazed over, houston, Texas

So, you want to sell your studio? You’re ready for the next chapter in your life, but not 
quite sure how to go about it? Did you know that a large majority of  people looking to join 
the ccSA consider buying an existing studio rather than opening a start-up?

i’m writing this fresh in the new year, 
and it’s that confusing time when i can’t 
remember how we make money in this 
business when it isn’t christmas. i’m sure 
we do, and it will come to me soon, but 
right now i can’t think beyond MistleToes 
and handprint reindeer and how to get an-
other ornament in the kiln. What year are 
we writing on things again? 2014? How do 
i even do that?
      but time marches on, and valentine’s 
Day will lead to spring break and Easter 
and Mother’s Day and school out and on 
and on. We will book the parties and see 
the cycle and handprints will be hearts 
and flowers and all the other fun things we 
know we can do.
      it’s also a time to look back. What 
worked last year, what didn’t, what you can 
change, what is beyond your control. We 
can’t control the weather, or the calendar, 
but we can control how we handle what we 
can, in fact, handle. reflecting on the im-
mediate past is only useful for making the 
future better and brighter. it’s something 
we should do each season. Don’t dwell on 
the missteps and what-could-have-beens. 
Pat yourself  on the back, give yourself  and 
your staff  kudos: you did it! The triumphs 
should be celebrated—both with your 
staff  and with your customers. They are, 
after all, a part of  your success.
      What changes are you making in 
2014? i’m a big believer in fresh starts, 
and a written list to consult. There is little 
in this world more satisfying than crossing 
items off  a list. (Be sure to make the first 
one “make a list” so that when you finish, 
you can immediately cross it out.) and if  
you didn’t start with a list on January 1 
(which, really, is far too soon and no one’s 
kids are back in school yet), it’s not too 
late to make a change now.
      it could even be something small, like 
resolving to use witness cones in at least 
one firing a week. The suppliers would fall 
out with happiness if  we all did that! e

bUsINEss sENsE



www.maycocolors.com
http://www.youtube.com/user/MaycoColors
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mayco-Creative-Studios/393390450456
http://www.pinterest.com/maycocolors/


W
Suggestions for creating finished pieces inspired by these 
trends:
 c Paint a pitcher white and use brushstrokes of  color on the 
bottom third of  the vessel. Pitchers are perfect on the table or as a 
vase. This incorporates two trends at the same time.
 c Forget the plates. Color-dip (or paint in such a way that looks 
like it was dipped) candlesticks or a pet figurine for an unexpected and 
modern look.
 c use a liner brush to paint hand-drawn lines around the edge 
of  a plate. You can use ceramic markers if  you have them, too.
 c get crafty and adhere images and embellishments like trims 
and crystals to an already-fired plate using a collage adhesive. offer 
these crafts supplies in your studio so customers can embellish any 
decorative surface. e
 Trend source: WgSn homebuildlife / Maison & objet. iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan 
Enterprises company conducted research to compile the information contained in 
this article. Trend research is used in the development of  all Duncan® ceramic Arts 
products.
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Tabletop Trends 2014
by Jennifer blevins, consumer Trends Specialist, 
iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan Enterprises company

With the start of  a new year, the most common question i am asked is, “What’s ahead?” After all, we are all curious and want to know 
what to plan for, what to expect. As a studio owner offering a creative experience to your customers, it’s important to be aware of  pop 
culture, fashion, home decor, and color trends. Sharing your expertise can help guide hesitant shoppers toward the right project that 
will meet their needs.

TRENd FLash

Let’s talk tabletop trends. The interest in food and food presentation 
continues to explode for the culinary expert as well as the at-home 
foodie, as more and more food-themed shows pop up on television and 
bloggers continue to share their favorite recipes online. The experience 
of  food goes beyond the food itself, with the tablescape becoming a 
focal point for creativity like never before. Presentation is key: making 
the dishes and the table coverings major players in the meal. over the 
past five years, the dinner table has once again become an important 
gathering place for families and friends to share not only food, but a 
more connected lifestyle. here are the looks in tabletop decor that are 
trending.
 c color-blocking: color-blocked table products feel contempo-
rary. The look can be as simple as mixing and matching various shades 
of  dishes, or actually painting plates using a color-block technique.
 c Paint strokes: You don’t have to be an artist to add color and 
pattern to tabletop products. Paint stokes can be bold and colorful or 
soft and subtle, with a watercolor feel. This look is especially effective 
when color is painted across white ceramic or clear glass.
 c Mini repeat pattern: This is a key surface design for table-
ware. These micro patterns are similar to the patterns found on a 
gentleman’s silk tie, and look quite sophisticated when applied to the 
edges of  plates.
 c Edge detail: Simple lines around the edge of  the 
plate and patterns that feel hand-drawn give dishes a 
contemporary, commercial effect.
 c organic shape: imperfectly shaped tabletop 
products look especially handmade and organic 
when layered or nestled together.
 c hand-drawn lines: Lines and cross-hatch 
patterns on dinnerware and mugs look like they’ve 
been drawn by hand in charcoal.
 c Texture: Pattern and texture creates 
tabletop interest. Tactile finishes include wood-
grain, notched facets, and relief  patterns.
 c collage: Layered imagery is applied to the 
plate surface, creating a multi-dimensional motif. 
collage is a hot trend in the craft industry.
 c color-dip: color splits and shapely dips in 
bright shades and shades of  gray are showing up too.

These trends are meant to suggest inspiration, 
not dictate an absolute finished look. Many of  these looks 
can be achieved by DiYers rather than purchased at retail.
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Pretty Potties!
ON ThE ROad

Would you eat at a restaurant that had an ugly, 
dirty bathroom? no, probably not. And while we 
don’t own restaurants, customers often do judge 
our businesses by the bathroom. A nice-looking 
restroom gives the impression that we care and 
give personal attention to all the details.
      So first, and foremost, keep the restroom clean 
and well stocked. Some of  you may know my story 
about getting a bad review on one of  our restrooms 
after the icemaker in the restaurant next door leaked 
into our restroom. The review said something to 
the effect that a truck stop’s bathroom would be 
better. ouch! The customer didn’t know that we had 
just cleaned the bathroom and that there was an 
issue beyond our control. All that mattered to her was the state of  our 
restroom as she saw it.
      but beyond simple cleanliness, there are many ways to perk up a 
boring bathroom. The photos shown here present just a small sampling 
of  the many possibilities. Thank you all who sent pictures. Some of  you 

painted the walls and the sink and even the toilet. 
Some of  you added ceramic or glass pieces to the 
walls. Some of  you added murals everywhere, even 
on the bathroom door.
      We actually have three bathrooms, but the 
only really cute one is the lime green girl’s room 
with the big flowers painted on the walls and 
floors. one of  our new Year’s projects is to make 
the boy’s room cute, too. Maybe some fish and 
sharks? And we’ll paint the floor tiles too, of  
course.
      it’s time to decorate your bathrooms! Even 
adding a new coat of  paint will jump start your 

creativity. And spring is a great time to begin. go for the 
details. hopefully you’ll find a bit of  inspiration here.
 Now it’s time to start taking pictures of your glass areas 
for the next magazine article. How do your store your glass? 
How do you display your samples? Send pictures (high reso-
lution, please) to Laura@ccsaonline.com. e

I
by Sandi kirkwood, clay casa, San Antonio, Texas

in place of  our ongoing “on the road” articles, we’ve decided to begin featuring different areas of  various studios. For this first feature, 
we’ve made a contest of  it: Who has the best bathroom in the PYoP world?

Watch for an email from 

Laura at the CCSA that 

will explain how to vote for 

your favorite, most creative 

bathroom! The winner of 

the Best Bathroom in the 

PYOP Business will receive 

a Ceramic Potty Planter.

Little girls come out of  the bathroom at clay casa 
(San antonio, texas) and tell their friends how 
pretty it is.

The broken bits from mishandled shipments and outdated samples were put to good use on the 
bathroom wall at Clay play (yarmouth, maine).
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at paint me Ceramics (Hunstanton, norfolk, uK), owner Frances mortin gave her 14-year-old interns free 
reign to decorate the loo.

To top off  a cute mural at Jen’s Pottery Den 
(Lancaster, pennsylvania), summer campers 
made the creatures for the walls.

denise Callen of  the playful potter (Sparks, 
nevada) uses the bathroom to showcase 
her custom-painting business for murals and 
fixtures. And to give customers some “reading 
material,” the whiteboard on the door is used 
to promote upcoming events and specials.

Monkeying around at Paint me ceramics in 
the uk.
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What Is Edgerank?
Facebook’s algorithm, known as Edgerank, takes into account social 
interactions (likes, comments, shares, and clicks) to determine what 
content should be displayed in your personal newsfeed. Although Edge-
rank will become more complex in the future, similar to the evolution of  
google’s search algorithm, understanding your audience and increasing 
engagement will always be an important component of Edgerank.

Increasing Your Engagement
Think of your Facebook fans as a community of people that will help 
spread the word about your business. Attracting nEW customers can be 
timely and expensive. Leverage your Facebook fans to encourage their 
friends and family to try out your business. Try aiming for a couple of  
posts a day! Ask close-ended questions or post pictures of team events.

Monitor the Performance of Your Posts
in order to engage with your fans on Facebook, it’s extremely important 
to understand what they “like.” Don’t forget, they initially liked your page 
for a reason. John hayden, author of Facebook for Dummies, said, “i 
want to change the word ‘posting’ to ‘planting’ because when you plant 

something, you have to stick around and take care of it.”
       visit your insights report and compare the engagement metrics 
per post. go explore and see what posts are outperforming other 
posts. once you establish a level of  certainty on optimal post types, try 
using the Activity Log to post at different times of  the day.

Paying for Attention
Just like google, Facebook gives business owners the ability to pay 
for attention. did you know that google made $38.6 billion in online 
ad revenue in 2013? Facebook came in second at $6.8 billion. the 
three most common Facebook ad types are side column ads, promoted 
posts, and page post ads.
 1. Side column ads: you’ve probably noticed these in the right-
hand column of  your newsfeed. This ad type is primarily focused on 
new fan acquisition. You can add a picture, some text, and a headline. 
Pick your budget and targeting options and you’re ready to go.
 2. promoted 
posts: under each 
post, you have the 
ability to “boost a 
post.” by paying, you 
can increase your 
post reach among 
your current fans and 
non-fans. This ad 
option is more focused 
on updating a larger 
percentage of  your 
fans on important 
changes or updates 
in your business or to 
bring a message to a much larger audience.
 3. page post ads: these are the voice of  the brand and are to 
promote content, boost awareness, and acquire fans. These can be 
targeted to current and non-current fans. Make sure to use engaging, 
high-res images that do not have more than 20% text. 
 Although Facebook has very targeted advertising opportunities 
(gender, city, interests, etc.) it is not a channel that will increase your in 
store revenue inSTAnTLY. it’s a channel that allows you to stay top of  
mind by listening, updating, and engaging with your fans and custom-
ers to build an online community. 
 You can now integrate online booking for parties, camps, and 
classes directly on your studio’s Facebook page. visit my.placefull.com 
to learn more. e
 if  you are considering advertising on Facebook but still have questions, feel free 
to email me at adam@placefull.com.

How to Get Seen in the 
Facebook Newsfeed

MaRkETINg TIPs

by Adam Lang, Product Marketing, PlaceFull

T“the typical user has about 1,500 stories that could show in the newsfeed on every visit.” — Lars Backstrom, engineer manager 
at Facebook
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www.paragonweb.com


Hillary Moulliet from Print Pros
and Robert Parfitt from Waiting Game

What is the one thing that studio owners could do to help 
build a good business relationship with you?

robert: Studio owners can feel free to call us to discuss anything re-
garding mobile. Every small business owner needs to have a mobile 
strategy and we are happy to help them understand what mobile can 
do to drive sales and loyalty for their respective businesses.
 

hillary: communication! There’s 
a lot of  dialog between studio 
owners that suppliers should be 
a part of. Suppliers are better 
equipped to handle the techni-
cal and general product-related 
issues. The quicker an issue is 
handled/corrected, the better for 
everyone!

Why did you choose to get in 
to this industry?

robert: We have always wanted 
to help small business owners.
 

Hillary: i opened my first studio in 1998 after visiting a small studio 
in a canadian village on my honeymoon. “What a fun business!” i 
thought. And it is—but it was not easy at first. Fifteen years later 
i still think it’s fun! After selling the first studio and relocating, i 
opened Art Space Studio in charlotte, north carolina. i star ted Print 
Pros after fielding questions from many studio owners wanting to 
know how we created such a niche with our hand- and footprint 
business. We created a custom painting program that continues to 
increase our sales every year—and the potential is there for every 
studio to do the same, no matter your studio size or location.

What is the best piece of advice that you could offer a 
studio owner?

robert: be innovative. Try new things. keep your loyal customers 
engaged. Don’t be scared of  new technologies.
 
hillary: Don’t be afraid to try something new. Suppliers and studio 
owners are not only cheering you on, but available to answer ques-
tions and help—all the time! The industry is unique in that it’s so 
supportive. Take advantage of  this and don’t be afraid to ask ques-
tions. Even fifteen years later i’m still asking questions! e

ThERE’s a LOT 
OF dIaLOg bETWEEN 

sTUdIO OWNERs 
ThaT sUPPLIERs 

shOULd bE a PaRT 
OF. sUPPLIERs aRE 
bETTER EqUIPPEd 

TO haNdLE ThE 
TEChNICaL

 aNd gENERaL 
PROdUCT-RELaTEd 

IssUEs. 

Why WE 
dO WhaT 
WE dO
by Amarilys barnett, Painted by u, birmingham Alabama

how many times during the busy seasons in our studios do we 
grab our hair and just want to pull it out? i just want to keep it real. 
i do that numerous times, and i ask myself, “Why do you even do 
this!?” i mean, we all try to offer the very best of  us, but we can at 
times be sabotaged by staff, broken equipment, and various other 
circumstances. “Why can’t people just understand that we’re only 
human?” i say to myself  while plastering a smile on my face.
        i’m here to tell you that we are here to serve these custom-
ers with more than just a good time and good customer service. 
We are very often here to offer them an escape from reality. We 
offer them a way to commemorate a loved one. Many of  my col-
leagues have been blessed to capture the last handprint of  a child 
taken too soon. Maybe we’ve been part of  a daddy/daughter date 
that will be remembered into adulthood.
        When the grandfather of  a friend of  mine passed away, he 
came to us to make an urn. We fired it overnight in time for the 
service.
        When a little girl was diagnosed with a brain tumor and a 
prognosis of  less than six months, her mother brought her to my 
studio to make presents for hospital staff, friends, and family.
        A mother who struggled to conceive had always been envious 
of  her nieces’ and nephews’ hand- and footprint pottery came in 
with her newborn. She exclaimed, “i’ve been waiting ten years to 
do this!”
        There have been approximately six or seven marriage pro-
posals in my studio. i’m helping a customer surprise his future wife 
even as i write.
        The auction item that feels like it’s going to be the end of  
us will raise enough money to help fund a school program that 
otherwise may not be viable.
        not long ago, i was seated at a table helping a customer and 
a little boy came up to me and gave me a hug without warning. he 
said “i just love this place!”
        This is why we do what we do. e
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MEMbER bENEFITs: 

ThE bENEFIT 
OF bENEFITs 
ThaT 
bENEFIT yOU
by Laura hollis, Marketing & Member Services Manager

ThREE - MONTh MaRkETINg 

CaLENdaR
MaRCh: national craft Month 
  Youth Art Month
Things to Order:  For Mother’s Day:
   Mugs - Picture frames - Platters - vases
Things to Do:  prepare 2013 tax returns 
   Save $25 from each week’s sales for ConVention 
   compare insurance rates with Ass. health insurance 
        Programs through ccSA.
March 1 ................... Final deadline to participate in 
  Create for a Cure on april 27th
March 5 ................... Send a constant contact email
March 7 ................... Start a new happy hour special for weekday 
  afternoons
March 10-16 ....... girl Scout Week
March 12 ................. 180 days until Convention
March 18 ........... Send a flyer to local home school groups
March 27 ........... Follow up with a phone call

BIG EVENT:_____________________________________

TWO SMALL EVENTS: ______________________________

aPRIL:  Animal cruelty Prevention Month 
  national Poetry Month
Things to Order:  bisque and supplies for summer camps:
   Platters for year-end teacher gifts
Things to Do:  Plan Mommy & Me story times 
   read the convention class list — Make a plan 
        to attend! 
   Save $25 from each week’s sales for ConVention 
   call highervisibility and see how they can help 
        you with your Seo in 2014!
April 2 ..................... Send a constant contact email
April 8  .................... Send field trip flyers to girl Scout troops
April 15-19  ........... Paint something special for the local Tv 
  news anchors or Tv hosts—They will tell 
  everyone about you
April 27 .................. create for a cure Fundraiser for vera bradley 
  Foundation
April 28 .................. 133 days until Convention!

BIG EVENT:_____________________________________

TWO SMALL EVENTS: ______________________________

May:   national Pet Month 
  outdoor Art Month 
  Physical Fitness & Sports Month
Things to Order:  For Father’s Day:
   Mugs - card holders - Picture Frames - cereal bowls
Things to Do:  Ask suppliers about best sellers 
   create a flyer with summer workshop offers for 
        large groups. Send to churches, YMcA’s, 
        city programs, etc. 
   Plan for Memorial Day [Schools are out] 
   Save $25 from each week’s sales for ConVention
May 6-10  ............... Teacher Appreciation Week
May 23  ................... Send a constant contact email about Dad’s Day
May 30  ................... 101 days until Convention

BIG EVENT:_____________________________________

TWO SMALL EVENTS: ______________________________

WWe often tout our benefits. We work very hard to find new benefits 
that will actually benefit you. We are not so naive to believe that 
every benefit will benefit each one of  you, for it is rare when one 
single benefit fits so perfectly with such a diverse group of  busi-
nesses. however, we believe that we’ve found a really great one 
that will enhance your studio, help generate traffic, and give you 
higher visibility.

in December, courtesy of  our partnership with PlaceFull, we rolled out 
our new Studio Locator—a new, enhanced studio locator for the ccSA 
main page as well as www.paintyourownpottery.com. PlaceFull has been 
busy the past few weeks updating our locator to make it more user 
friendly. it now has several new features, including an inquiry message 
system.
      Your studio name, location, phone number, and website will all 
appear, as well as information on camps, parties, and classes. it now 
also includes a map and a link to your Facebook page. if  you are an 
existing PlaceFull customer, your site will link to your PlaceFull bookings 
page. if  you are not a current customer, users will be able to contact 
you via an email sent through this new system. The email used is the 
email associated with your ccSA membership.
      When a user submits an inquiry, you will receive an email and your 
staff  can respond to it. This will allow users to send an immediate 
request for information. And in this age of  instant gratification, what 
could be a better benefit?
      
      More leads = More business!
      
      if  you are an existing PlaceFull customer, you will receive your 
normal confirmation booking email. 
      There is also a place on your listing to claim your page if  you are 
the owner of  the studio. if  you do so, you will get an offer and some 
information from PlaceFull on how you can become a customer.
      PlaceFull is also offering to build custom websites for PYoP studios 
for only $99. For more information, please contact them (my.placefull.
com).
      We are ThriLLED with these changes and think our studio locator 
is better and easier than ever. We hope that traffic will increase to 
your website as a result. And we hope that this benefit is a benefit to 
everyone! (i have now used the word “benefit” 13 times in this article 
and i hope it’s been very beneficial to you.) e
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www.pyopaccounting.com


The Art of the Display: It’s Not All About Pottery!
office Max makes a big splash with budget-friendly signs and posters. 
gone are the days of  the small business owner designing simple signs 
on Microsoft Word and printing them on a home printer. Large, full-color 
posters? no way, we said! only big businesses have those kinds of  
resources—until now! 
       how might you use full-color posters and signs in your studio? 
My valentine’s Day signage was created in under an hour: i pur-

chased an image for $10 from clipart site dreamstime.com. i sent 
my artwork to office Max to turn into posters and shelf  signs. And i 
picked them up the same morning. What happened next will blow your 
mind: to print four full-color, laminated posters mounted on foam 
core (one at 16x20, one at 11x17, and two at 81/2 x11) i paid — get 
this — $28.56. i love our office max discounts, and now you can 
those discounts at Staples too.
      TiP: change your posters and shelf  signs seasonally. keep them 

relevant and in harmony with your studio’s brand. get to 
know your office Max or Staples print department employees 
by name. They will help you turn your vision into stunning 
reality!

Add-ons: Small Pieces that Can Pack a Big (Sales) 
Punch!
Don’t fear the small pieces. if  displayed and promoted as 
true add-on pieces (not for sale individually) they will make 
you more money. This is especially true with seasonal pieces. 
did you know it’s possible to sell a $45 ornament? yeS—by 
using add-ons creatively! Think of  a large, flat ornament 
($22, all inclusive) with a crown add-on and then a small 
heart add-on on the crown. it’s all thanks to some awesome 
samples. the profit margin on that piece? about 90 percent.
      Don’t be afraid to price them aggressively. We sell 
add-ons between $6 and $12 each. if  the customer wants 
the add-on attached to a piece (plate, frame, box, etc.), we 
take off  $2. this encourages attaching and discourages just 
painting a small add-on that may be difficult to stilt.
      TiP: Your customers will not think of  these designs 
themselves. You need samples to show people what they 
can do. Design a box, plate, frame, platter, large letter, and 
anything else flat with add-ons. Flat is easier because you 
can fire the pieces together. (Hint: outline the shape with 
a felt-tip marker before it’s dipped and you’ll see exactly 
where it goes when the pieces are loaded.) We also glue 
add-ons after firing to the sides of  mugs, bowls, flower pots, 
and other items. use e6000 and let the customer know to 
hand-wash the pieces.

Silhouette: What’s the Excitement over Cutting 
Stickers?!
As with our ability to have professionally printed posters 
made at very reasonable prices, we can now also cut our 
own stickers—any shape, any size, any time, in the comfort 
of  our own studio!
      The cameo Silhouette is a die-cutting machine originally 
designed for scrapbookers. it can cut extremely intricate, 

Ramping Up Your Business
sTUdIO sPECIaL

by hillary Moulliet, Art Space Studio and Print Pros

SSome discussions on our Facebook chat page deserve more attention. Sharing my experiences and ideas hopefully will help you consider 
enhancing your business—and maybe generate more discussion on Fb!
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detailed designs from paper, vinyl, plastic, and, 
most importantly for us, contact paper. For 99¢ you 
can purchase a design from among thousands in 
Silhouette’s online store. or you can design your 
own, or import images from online searches for 
free. The designs you can cut are virtually unlim-
ited. You are making stickers for PEnniES! Simply 
cut a 12-inch square of  contact paper (i buy mine 
at target) and the machine cuts the design. Save 
design files for quick reference and cutting.
      it’s important that you do noT have a cut-on-
demand set up. have all of  your featured designs 
precut (about a dozen of  each) and ready to sell. 
it is a waste of  manpower for a staff—or you! —
to stand at the computer, hook up the Silhouette, 
and cut one Fourth of  July design for a single 
customer. That often leads to the customer making 
special requests and then it’ll just go downhill from 
there.
      What do you do with stickers? Design samples 
and sell the stickers as a package along with the 
pieces. Think seasonal: Easter eggs, reindeer, 
pumpkins, and, of  course, chevron year-round. it’s 
also a great Mommy and Me project: preschoolers 
can help put stickers on the piece and sponge the 
paint on.
      offering stickers changes the dynamics of  the 
design: the background color is solid because you 
can paint three coats over all the stickers without 
having to paint around the design. it simplifies 
designs for the “i’m not artistic” people. best of  
all, it will make you more money. our monogram/
chevron combo sets are $8 each and it’s just a few 
minutes to cut the contact paper and pennies for 
the piece of  contact paper. A group of  twelve at a 
class is already close to $100 in sticker sales and 
they all put the design on $45 platters!
      From posters to stickers to add-ons, the op-
portunities to enhance your offerings are endless. 
before you invest your money in a new venture, do 
your research and make some preliminary plans. 
For example, if  you invest in a Silhouette, consider 
a plan of  action first: how will you use the stickers? 
how many stickers will you need to sell to pay off  
the machine? Who will cut the stickers? how will 
they be entered into your PoS? how will you train 
your staff  to promote this new technique? i’m 
thinking a big, splashy color poster with photos of  
finished pottery using stickers would be perfect! e

ThE baCkgROUNd COLOR 
Is sOLId bECaUsE yOU CaN 

PaINT ThREE COaTs OVER aLL 
ThE sTICkERs WIThOUT haVINg 
TO PaINT aROUNd ThE dEsIgN.

 IT sIMPLIFIEs dEsIgNs FOR ThE
“I’M NOT aRTIsTIC” PEOPLE. 

bEsT OF aLL, IT WILL MakE yOU 
MORE MONEy. 



www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://twitter.com/ChesCeramics
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics
http://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/chesapeake-ceramics
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Year-End Tax Planning with Retirement Plans
by Mark kangas, owner of  north Star Advisory group and certified Financial Planner

High Fourth-Quarter Sales = High Taxes
Taxes can take a big bite out of  your total sales, so it’s encouraging to know that 
you can save for retirement and depending on the plan you choose, potentially 
receive a tax benefit.

Strategies that may lower your 2013 taxes
When you contribute to a traditional retirement savings plan, such as an irA, 
SimpLe ira, Sep ira or 401(k), your plan contributions are taken from your pay 
before income taxes are assessed. These “pretax contributions” reduce your 
current taxable income, which in turn reduces the amount of  income tax you pay 
to uncle Sam each year that you participate.

How much can I contribute?
For 2013 and 2014, the irS allows individuals to contribute different amounts 
based on their age and type of  plan. Almost all of  the limits increase for those 
age 50 or older. 

Even if  you cannot contribute the maximum amount, be sure to contribute what 
you can. Through the power of  compounding, even small amounts have the 
potential to add up over time. Then, try to increase your contribution whenever 
possible — for example, as you receive raises, pay off  debts, or your business 
grows.

Talk to a professional at North Star
When it comes to year-end tax planning, there’s always a lot to think about. The 
advisors at north Star Advisory group can help you evaluate your situation, 
select the right retirement plan for your business, keep you apprised of  any 
legislative changes, and determine if  any year-end moves make sense for you.

Why should you call North Star?
ccSA has selected the advisors at north Star due to our: 
 1) Flexibility contributions (as low as $50 per month),
 2) Low plan costs (as low as $15 per year), and
 3) proactive involvement with employees. 

Contact us today! (216) 202-0202 or mkangas@ns-ag.com

2000 auburn drive, Suite 415, Beachwood oH 44122
Securities through raymond James Financial Services, inc., Member FinrA/SiPc and investment Advisory 

Services through raymond James Financial Services Advisors, inc.
raymond James does not provide tax or legal advice.

Any information is not a complete summary or statement of  all available data necessary for making an invest-
ment decision and does not constitute a recommendation. Any opinions are those of  Mark kangas and not 

necessarily those of  rJFS or raymond James.
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BISQuE
 Large bowl or platter

GLAzE
 Assorted colors for thumbprints
 bright yellow
 Lighter yellow
 grass green
 black
 color of  choice for back of  piece

SuPPLIES
 Felt-tip marker
 Paintbrush
 Writer bottle

DIRECTIONS

Prepare the bisque by putting small xs where you want the 
thumbprints to go. Put a number next to each x.

Thank 
You for 
Helping 
Us Grow

TThis easy but effective piece is a great teacher’s gift or school auction piece. You’ll need the help of  the room mom in getting the thumb-
prints, but the record keeping is simple.

by vaishali Patel, 
PYoP Studio, northborough, Massachusetts

STEP
1

Supply the room mom with chosen colors and have her get 
the thumbprints of  all the kids. She will need to record their 
names on a numbered list that corresponds to their place-
ment on the bisque.

once the thumbprints are in place, paint the sun in bright 
yellow and the rays in a combination of  bright yellow and 
lighter yellow. Paint the grass and stems in green.

using a writer bottle filled with black, outline the flowers and 
write in the children’s names next to their thumbprints. Add 
the teacher’s name and the year at the bottom and “Thank 
you for helping us grow” at the top.

Paint the back of  the piece in your color of  choice.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6
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SuPPLIES
      12x12-inch canvas
 bubble wrap
 owl pattern
 Assorted scrapbooking pages
 White glue
 buttons

ACRYLIC COLORS
 bright yellow
 Deep yellow
 Medium green
 Purple
 Medium blue
 Deep brown
 gold

DIRECTIONS

begin with a mixture of  the two yellows in the upper left 
corner.

Paint green across the lower half.

Mixed 
Media 
Owl 
Canvas

TThis is an idea i came up with after being inspired at convention. i loved the mixed media idea for canvas, and my students loved this 
project! The pattern provided here is pretty basic, but feel free to improvise and create variations of  the owl and tree shapes.

STEP
1

blend in some purple into the green around the middle of  
the canvas.

Paint some blue in the upper right corner, blending it into 
the yellow a bit.

Add some purple to the blue to shade.

use the dark brown to make a fun and funky tree with one 
long branch for the owl.

Paint some gold paint onto the bubble wrap and stamp onto 
canvas where desired.

using the owl pattern and a variety of  scrapbook paper, cut 
out the pieces of  the owl.

glue the owl onto his branch. glue on two buttons 
for the eyes.

remember to sign your work! e

by Jen Switch, Jen’s Pottery Den, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7

STEP
8

STEP
9

STEP
10



MATERIALS
 Low-fire clay, about 2 pounds
 owl pattern
 Texturizing sheets
 Skewer (for cutting)
 clay glue
 cookie cutters

DIRECTIONS

Pound out the clay to about the thickness of  an oreo 
cookie. check it against the pattern to make sure you’ve 
got the size right.

now is the time to add texture if  you want. i use all kinds of  
texture stamps/sheets, some from our regular vendors and 
some foam ones i got at a local craft store.

When the texturing is done, lay the pattern on the clay and 
use a skewer to cut out the body and the wings. Set aside. 
(use the outer lines of  the pattern for a bigger owl and the 
inner ones for a smaller version.)

Finger-smooth any rough edges.

use clay glue to attach the wings to the body. You can posi-
tion them any way you want, but the more they stick out, 
the more likely they are to break.

For the eyes, beak, claws, or other motif  you want to 
add, cut out with cookie cutters, or just cut out your own 
designs. Attach with clay glue.

Fire to cone 06 and then glaze and refire. (you can paint 
the wet clay but results are better if  clay is fired first.) e

Owl 
Plaque

STEP
1

TThis is an easy project for any 
age group and can be done with 
a variety of  animals. i demo the 
owl first before setting the 
kids loose on this. They can get 
really creative, adding bows, 
ties, and other accessories.

by Emily rhodes, 
The Polka Dot Pot, Winchester, virginia

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7
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using a clean paintbrush, gently clean up the edges of  the 
frit design.

Decorate as desired.

Place the white glass onto the clear glass. glue in place.

using nipped pieces, noodles, dots, and so on to decorate 
the clear glass area.

Tack-fuse or contour-fuse each glass project on Thinfire 
paper. Slump fuse on Sm9050 mold for a perfect dish. e

GLASS 
 White “T” glass
 clear “T” glass
 Fine frit, any color
 Assorted nipped glass for border
 noodles (optional)

OTHER SuPPLIES
 black Sharpie marker
 gel school glue
 Paper plate or paper towel 
 Paintbrush
 Wheeled mosaic nippers
 nipping baskets
 Thinfire paper

DIRECTIONS

Cut the white glass into a 31/2-inch square.
Cut the clear glass into a 6-inch square.

on the white glass, trace the outline around the pattern 
with black Sharpie.

Apply a coat of  school gel glue within the outlined area.

With the frit color of  choice, sprinkle a very liberal amount 
over the entire area. Lightly pat down.

over a paper plate or paper towel, flip the white glass 
upside down to remove all excess frit.

Crab 
Dish

STEP
1

TThis cute dish is easy for kids and teens 
to do—heck, some adults love it too! 
using frit and nipped glass, it’s perfect 
for all skill levels.

by Denise christmas-gibson, bisque imports

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7

STEP
8

STEP
9

STEP
10



Brush an even coat of  purple (2375) onto the first hand 
and create a handprint. repeat with pink (2393).

Put the child’s fingerprint near their handprint.

With the marker, sketch the location of  the stems and 
leaves. Paint the grass with three coats of  medium bright 
green (2303), the stems and leaves with three coats of  
grass green (2341), and sponge the background with a 
light blue (2354).

Sketch the details of  the fingerprint bugs, the header, the 
children’s names, and the year.

Paint all of  the fingerprint details in the chosen colors. 
add the lettering in black (2314).

Finish with your studio name on the back. e

BISQuE
 medium flare sushi plate (gare #1042, 111/4” x 8”)

GLAzE (Gare Fun Strokes)
 2375 Jumpin’ Jelly
 2393 pretty in pink
 2303 Lime ricky
 2341 Kermit
 2354 Something Blue
 2314 Black Lab
 colors of  choice for bugs or other fingerprint details
 
SuPPLIES
 Felt-tip marker (any color but black)
 Medium round brush
 Detail brush
 Sea sponge

DIRECTIONS

With the marker, sketch the rough location for the two 
handprints and two fingerprints. (you can always add more 
fingerprint details.) the design can be adjusted to fit more 
hands for siblings. For just one child, use both hands but 
position one a little higher than the other. To accommodate 

more hands/more children, try using a larger platter.

Mother’s 
Day Plate

TThis design is a must for studios offering custom painting! Even 
though it’s perfect for Mother’s Day, it’s easily turned into a 
year-round plate—just replace the sentiment with “We Love 
You, Mom” or “happy birthday, Mommy” or “Mommy’s garden 
grows with Love!” 

other variations are possible with the fingerprint details. You 
can add all kinds of  bugs; caterpillars and birds are also fun. 
check out Ed Emberley’s fingerprint books or google kids fin-
gerprint designs and you’ll have plenty to choose from!

STEP
1

by hillary Moulliet, Print Pros, www.PrintProsSystem.com

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7
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phone  888.289.4273 ext. 19  fax  800.292.0885  email : info@gare.com  www.gare.com

“We love using 
Gare’s Fun Strokes!” 
“We have tried many brands, and the staff and customers

agree that Gare is by far the best. We don’t ever plan on 

switching again. The colors are so vibrant and beautiful  

and I love that I save so much money because the bottles 

empty completely.”

– Marti Strehlow, Owner of Clay Corner Studio, Wausau, WI

“We switched and are 
thrilled with the results!”
“The colors are more vibrant than our previous brand and

there is a better variety of paint colors. Our regular clients 

have noticed the difference and have been very happy 

with the bright, bold colors on their finished pottery.”

 –– Pamela Hebbert, Owner of Art & Soul, New Canaan, CT

“We made the switch!” 
“Our customers claim, ‘they go on like butter!’, ‘these glazes 

dry so quickly’, ‘colors are so brilliant’. The folks at Gare made 

the transition so easy at both our studios!” 

 –– Joan & Mike Ziemba, Owners of The Accidental Artist, 
      Greenville & New Bern, NC

• Colors so bright and vivid, others just don’t compare

• Light colors can be applied over dark

• One coat results in a water color effect, three ensures solid coverage 

• Flows smoothly and dries quickly for even application

• Bottles empty completely, no wasted paint

Bold, Vibrant, Versatile Colors 

F UN strokes!

Contact us for samples or information on how
you can make the switch to Fun Strokes.

www.Facebook.com/GareInc



www.YouTube.com/GareInc 

phone  888.289.4273 ext. 19  
fax  800.292.0885 email: info@gare.com

www.Facebook.com/GareInc

www.Twitter.com/GareInc

www.gare.com

Black Top  
SC-2609

White Board 
SC-2600

Honeydew Melon  
SC-2607

Red Carpet  
SC-2608

Baby Pool 
SC-2604

Piano Key   
SC-2601

Pink Ribbon   
C-2603

Memo Pad  
SC-2606

Sand Dune 
SC-2602

Traffic Cone 
SC-2605 

COAT
surface

gloss glazes

A brand new line of gloss glazes 

that will save you time, effort, and 

money! Use them along with  

Fun Strokes or Pottery Glazes in 

three easy steps. Surface Coat...

Fun Stroke...and Fire!

Great for large 

bowls and platters

like these because 

you don’t have to dip 

them in clear glaze! 

Three coats creates an opaque color,

like the green charger shown here! 

Ten colors, available 
in pints, that make  
the ideal background 
for design.

Introducing



  
phone 1.888.289.4273 x.19           fax 1.800.292.0885           email:info@gare.com           www.gare.com 

 
 
 
Easter Bunny Night Light   
Recipe Courtesy of Gare, Inc.  
                                    
Skill Level: Beginner 
Firing: Tack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step-By-Step Instructions:    
1. Place the 4” square white base onto a piece of thin fire paper then place the clear base on top. 
2. Cut out pattern of bunny onto sticky paper and stick it to the top of the clear base. 
3. Brush on a thin coat of glue or use hair spray to make the base around the bunny sticker tacky. 
4. Sprinkle sky blue frit around bunny and then add some grape. Peel off bunny sticker. 
5. Cut the cotton candy pebble as close as a triangle shape as you can get using the nippers. 
6. Glue whiskers, cut from the stringer, eyes made from 2 pieces of Course Black Frit, and the Pink 
Pebble nose, to the bunny.  
7. Fill in center of the ears with a little glue and a little sky blue frit. Tack fuse. 
8. Epoxy to a night light clip and use a black permanent marker to put teeth on the switch part of the 
clip. 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What You Will Need:  
BA0140005 – 1- 4” Base White Square  
BA0140002 – 1- 4” Base Clear Square  
FC0000041 – Frit Fine Sky Blue 
Transparent 
FC0000045 - Frit Fine Grape Transparent 
SG0000002 - 1- Stringer Black 
PB0205049 - 1- Pebble Cotton Candy 
FC0000002 - 2 Pieces Frit Coarse Black 
TL0000931 – 1 Night Light Set  
1 small piece of sticky back paper 
         

Tools:                                                                     
Nippers 
Elmers Glue or 
Hairspray 
Sharpie Marker 
Alcohol 
Scissors 
Paper Towel 
Thin Fire Paper 
 

 

 





Metal Clay

FireBox 8x6 LT

Options are nice!

for more information on Skutt Kilns or to find a local distributor, visit us at
:www.skutt.com or call us directly at 503.774.6000

MODEL PHASE VOLTS AMPS WATTS TEMP CONE LENGTH WIDTH DEPTH

FireBox 8x6 LT 1 115 15 1800 2250 F 6 8” 8” 6”

•	 Built	in	Programs	for	Glass,	Ceramics,	and	PMC

•	 Write	your	own	programs	with	Ramp/Hold

•	 Plugs	into	standard	household	voltage.

•	 Easily	stores	away	in	a	closet	when	not	in	use.

Glass

Ceramics
NEW !

www.skutt.com


for more information on Skutt Kilns or to find a distributor, visit us at www.skutt.com or call us directly at 503.774.6000

You know you
already want it...

TM The Future of Firing
skutt.com/kilnlink

...wait until you see what else it 
can do!

www.skutt.com
www.skutt.com/kilnlink


Layer 2 Border: Make Fruit! This is the fun part. We 
layered transparent colors to build dimensional kiwi 
and orange sections, pineaple chunks, and strawberry 
halves. Red Pebbles™ make great cherries,  and nips of 
Rods, become blueberries. Details of what we did in 
the fruit construction are given in the Materials List — 
but have fun inventing your own versions.

Arrange the fruit into the border area of the pre-� red 
Base in a random, fun way. Tack Fire using the schedule 
below.  Slump as desired. We used Slumpy’s “Euro” 
plate mold #SM-258.

Base:  Start with a 12-inch System 96® Clear circle 
(use a pre-cut circle or cut your own). Cut an 9-inch 
circle for the center using a transparent color of 
your choice. (We used 110.4SF.) Full fuse using the 
schedule below. 

1 2 3

Spectrum® Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Fruit Border Platter
Glass Cutting: Freehand cutting/nipping
Multiple Firings: Full Fuse Base + Tack Fuse + Slump

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 
imagination to come up with your own variation featuring your favorite fruits!

 

 Project Guide

Materials We Used
PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:
12-in Clear Base 
110.4SF (inner 9-inch circle)

Kiwi = 526-2SF Moss Green + 110.2 Pale Amber in 
2nd layer with 200SF White center and F3-56-96 
Black Medium Frit for seed detail

Orange Sections = 171SF + 110.2 Pale Amber in 
2nd layer

Strawberries = 151SF + 140.8SF in 2nd layer, F3-
2101-96 Almond Medium Frit for seed detail

Pineapple = 161SF Yellow with 110.2 Pale Amber 
detail

Cherries = X-PEB-151SF Red Pebbles™

Blueberries = RT-136-96 Dark Blue Rods nipped into 
1/4-inch sections

   

                 TACK Firing Schedule We Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)

1 250 250 30

2 250 1050 20

3 200 1225 20

4 250 1360 10

5 9999 950 60

6 200 800 10

7 300 100 0

www.System96.com
© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

Variations
Use this border decorating concept with other 
fun things in the border area. Try nipped � owers, a 
gradation of Frit color from the center outward, little 
houses in a neighborhood — let your imagination run!

 Glass Craft Program

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 

   

                 FULL Firing Schedule We Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)

1 250 250 30

2 250 1050 60

3 200 1250 30

4 250 1370 20

5 300 1465 10

6 9999 950 60

7 200 800 10

8 300 100 0



Gather materials:  6-inch Clear Square 

Base, Ivory Cross CutUp™, color palette of 

Transparent Strips (3/8 - 1/2 -inch.)

Using glass nippers, nip strips into small 

triangles.

Beginning 1/4-inch from Base edge, create 

a border with triangles. (Use Klyr-Fire to 

adhere.) Place cross in corner and arange 

triangles around it.1
2

3

 

 Project GuideSpectrum Glass presents: The System 96  Glass Craft Program

Stained Glass Cross Votive Holder

Glass Cutting: none, or simple straight cuts

Firing: contour fuse, slump

Create a lovely stained glass e� ect with this simple project.

Materials We Used

Base: 6-inch Clear Square

CutUp™: Ivory Cross

Strips: 110.2SF Pale Amber, 161SF Yellow, 

171SF Orange 151SF Cherry Red, 543-2SF 

Grape, 533-1SF Sky Blue, 132SF Light Blue, 

533-3SF Deep Aqua, 523-2SF Teal Green, 

526-2SF Moss Green, 

Rod: 110.2 Pale Amber

Variations

• Use a single color for nipped pieces.

• Gradate a color palette from one corner to 

the other. (For instance, use Red around the 

cross, then move to Grape then Blue on the 

opposite corner.)

• Use a dark Frit powder in between nips to 

represent stained glass “soldering.”

Continue placing nipped triangles to � ll, 

keeping an even amount of space on all 

sides of each piece. Finish edge as desired... 

4 ... We used a 1/8-inch strip of Pale Amber 

plus a Pale Amber Rod Dot in each corner. 

Contour Fuse, Slump using a small (5-6-inch 

tall) � oral former mold . 

5

Using glass nippers, nip strips into small 

triangles.

2

Stained Glass Cross Votive Holder

Create a lovely stained glass e� ect with this simple project.

Continue placing nipped triangles to � ll, 

keeping an even amount of space on all 

sides of each piece. Finish edge as desired... 

... We used a 1/8-inch strip of Pale Amber 

plus a Pale Amber Rod Dot in each corner. 

Contour Fuse, Slump using a small (5-6-inch 

tall) � oral former mold . 

5

Using glass nippers, nip strips into small 

... We used a 1/8-inch strip of Pale Amber 

plus a Pale Amber Rod Dot in each corner. 

Contour Fuse, Slump using a small (5-6-inch 

tall) � oral former mold . 

Base: Cut a piece of Amazon Wispy and another of Clear the size of the mold you’re using. Full fuse using a bubble squeeze. This gives a beautiful, 2-layer base on which to create the decorative layer.

Ferns: Cut several widths of strips that taper wide to narrow – about 1-inch at the widest and around 3/8-inch at the narrow end. (Do this with all the shades you intend to create ferns with.)

Nip the strip, slightly angled from the edge, with the nipping wheel centered, to get a very thin triangle that curves. Turn hand slightly and nip in the other direction. Not all cuts will yield a useable piece; just keep nipping until you have created a generous supply to pick from as you build your ferns.

1 2 3

 

 Project Guide

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96  Glass Craft Program

.

Materials We Used
Base: Cut to mold size, 100SFS Clear and 402-94SF Amazon Wispy 
Glass Colors: 100SFS Clear, 121SF Light Green, 123SF Medium Green
Mold: Creative Paradise #GM-68
Tips & Tricks
This is a good example of designing around a mold. The center 
slump area was kept clear 
and the Gecko “crawls” 
out of the well.

Variations
Use the fern motif 
in other ways such as 
this vase, draped over Bisque 
Imports mold # SS720.

Rainforest • Dish
Glass Cutting: Simple curved lines
Firing: Full fuse base, Tack fuse detail, Slump

Place two well-matched leaves on either side of an imaginary stem. Build fern with widest leaves at the bottom, narrowest at the top keeping them equal distance from the “stem.” Try to create graceful bends as you build each fern.  Add small tip at top.

4
Leaves: Cut a basic leaf shape then slice through it in an arc to create two halves. Nibble the sides with nippers to create the organic “ru�  e” of the leaf. Arrange on base in between ferns — add Aventurine Gecko CutUp if desired. Tack fuse. Slump.

5
This is a good example of designing 

a mold. The center 
slump area was kept clear 
and the Gecko “crawls” 

The System 96® Glass Fusing Center makes it easy to bring the creative fun of
glass fusing into your PYOP. Everything you need and everything you need
to know is included — and the results? Impressive projects. Happy customers.
Predictable pro � ts.

Pro� t From a System 96 Glass Fusing Program
Join the many successful business owners who have discovered the joy
and pro � ts of glass fusing. Whether you choose a ready-to-go package, or 
build your own custom package, your System 96 Supplier can help 
you make the right selections for your studio. Get started today!

Spectrum is Here to Help
For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com
Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Glass

Spectrum Glass

you make the right selections for your studio. Get started today!

www.system96.com

The Ultimate Studio Add-On

Project Guides:  Be sure to check 
out the latest project “how-tos”  on 
System96.com. Print them all to 
include in your Studio’s Idea Book. 

in other ways such as 
this vase, draped over Bisque 
Imports mold # SS720.

you build each fern.  Add small tip at top.
in between ferns — add Aventurine Gecko CutUp if desired. Tack fuse. Slump. over Bisque 

# SS720.



PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper is an extra sturdy ceramic-based 
product specially formulated for glass fusing. PAPYROS 
provides excellent separation, preventing glass projects from sticking to the kiln shelf when placed between the 
shelf and the underside of the glass. PAPYROS is available from your Spectrum Glass supplier in sheets and rolls, 
including a space-saving 20.5in. wide Craft Roll in a handy dispensing box.

Worth Watching:  Visit system96.com and check out all the PAPYROS instructional 
videos — including the demo of the spatula clean-up method (at left). Detailed product 
usage and safety information can also be found online. www.system96.com/PAPYROS

Available in the following sizes: Style Stock Number

Style Size Stock Number

Pre-cut Rounds
13in. diameter (33cm) pre-cut round sheets
 Easiest way to cover a small kiln shelf

PYROS-13C-100

Sheets
20.5in. x 20.5in. sheets (52cm x 52cm)
Perfect for occasional fusers

PYROS-20.5X20.5

Craft Roll
20.5in. wide x 82ft. roll (52cm x 25m)                  
For crafters who want the bene� ts of a roll as well as 
the convenience of a space-saving dispensing box

PYROS-20.5X82

Studio Roll

41in. wide x 33ft. roll (104cm x 10m)            
Provides the opportunity to bene� t from purchasing 
a full width roll without the investment of a full 
length bulk roll

PYROS-41X33

Commercial
Bulk Roll

41in. wide x 250ft. bulk roll (104cm x 76m)
For serious fusing studios that require a high-
volume roll at the lowest price

PYROS-41X250

                       PAPYROS® is a trademark of Spectrum Glass Company. All rights reserved. Full MSDS available online. 

• Extra sturdy 

• Fast & easy clean-up 

• Available in Sheets & Rolls

• Narrow & Wide Rolls o� er 
better yields than sheets*

®
®

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper is an extra sturdy ceramic-based 
product specially formulated for glass fusing. PAPYROS 

*Crafters’ Narrow Roll                                 
Covers 75 entire 13in. shelves      

(58% better 13in. shelf yield
over using sheets)

*Studios’ Wide Roll                                        
Covers 90 entire 13in. shelves. 

(131% better 13in. shelf yield
over using sheets)

Watch the 
spatula clean-up 
demonstration 
video online. 



Creative
Beautiful

Get

Full Program & Support
With over a dozen years of experience helping 
studios like yours succeed in mosaics, give us 
a call today and let us help you make money 
with our magnificient mosaics. 800.388.2001 

What are you waiting for?

www.TotalMosaic.com
Proud member

Since 1997

Classes, camps, parties, date
 nights, corporate events,

  birthdays and more!




